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Ingredient Spotlight – Opti Crystal 
 

Opti Crystal: This ingredient spotlight touches on a subject that concerns us all…. 

all…our EYES.  It is one of the first things we notice about someone we see. Let’s  
look at this special Eye Serum that keeps those fine lines, dark circles and 
 puffiness away, all in good health! 
 

Opti Crystal is a unique serum that addresses all of our concerns regarding 

 the delicate tissue around our eyes. Formulated with Liquid Crystals and  
Spin Trap, this anti-aging serum will take years off the area around your eyes  
and nourish it along the way.  It replenishes damaged, thinning skin 
and stimulates collagen and elastin for lasting reduction of fine lines. 
 
Key Ingredients Include: 
Liquid Crystal – This nourishes the skin and plumps skin cells. 
Spin Trap - The most intelligent anti-oxidant - instead of just neutralizing free radicals, this 
ingredient actually captures Free Radicals, uses their energy to feed and nourish the cells, 
encouraging cellular growth while providing a bright, healthy youthful appearance. 
Alpha Lipoic Acid – A powerful anti-oxidant that stimulates collagen and elastin production. 
Coconut Extracts - Plant growth factor that strengthens skin and supplies nutrients. It’s 
effective yet gentle enough for this delicate eye area. 
Copper Complex - This is a very potent blend of copper peptides that also work to stimulate 
collagen and elastin production while delivering vital minerals directly to the skin. It also 
increases the skins ability to heal. 
 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
We carry exclusively CosMedix & Société Skincare lines.  Both are chirally correct, natural, 
chemical-free lines containing no parabens, no dyes, no chemical irritation – only high potency 
vitamins, minerals & antioxidants that change the physiology of the skin. 
 
*Next time you have a treatment at Skin Solutions, ask about adding on an Opti-Crystal eye 
treatment! 
 
Skincare products are recommended to support our professional services at home. 

 


